Discretization is a data pre-processing task for transforming continuous variables into discrete ones. In this study, four Chi-square based supervised discretization algorithms (ChiMerge, Chi2, Extended Chi2 and Modified Chi2) were compared for discretization of the fourteen continuous variables in a chicken egg quality traits dataset. We found that all of the algorithms had similar performances in term of training model accuracies obtained with C5.0 classification tree algorithm whereas ChiMerge and Chi2 were better than the remaining algorithms in term of training error rates. The numbers of intervals obtained with Chi2 tended to be large while they were very small in Extended Chi2 and Modified Chi2. The numbers of intervals from ChiMerge increased as the significance level increases whereas they were the same at all the levels of significance for the remaining algorithms. Consequently, it was revealed that ChiMerge at the significance levels of 0.05 and 0.10 was more efficient than the others and could be a better choice in discretization of the egg quality traits.
Introduction
Data mining is the collection of numerous methods and techniques to reveal meaningful patterns, valid and useful information in massive volumes of data. In many data mining applications such as feature selection, classification and association rules extraction, the majority of the algorithms have primarily been developed to run on discrete or categorical variables. On the other hand, the data are generally continuous and/or mixed type in many fields of study. Therefore, a discretization process is needed to turn continuous variables into discrete ones by splitting their range of values into a finite number of subranges called intervals, buckets or bins. As example of a continuous variable, the air temperature ( o C) can be transformed into three intervals as: (1) low (≤ 15) , (2) medium (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) , (3) high (≥ 30) . As in the temperature variable example, continuous variables are divided into finite numbers of intervals that are treated as categories by a discretization algorithm.The number of intervals produced in a discretization process is equal to the number of cut-points plus one. The minimum number of intervals for a continuous variable is equal to 1 while the maximum number of intervals is equal to the number of instances in a dataset.
In broad sense, a typical discretization consists of two stages. The first stage is a four-step task comprising of: (1) sorting values of continuous variables, (2) evaluating a cut-point for splitting or merging adjacent intervals, (3) splitting or merging intervals according to some criterion, and (4) stopping at some point depending on a termination criterion (Dash et al. 2011; Hemada & Lakshmi 2013; Kotsiantis & Kanellopoulos 2006; Liu et al. 2002) . The second stage of discretization includes re-encoding all the values in the intervals. In this stage, each interval is labelled with a discrete value, and then the continuous values within an interval are mapped to the discrete value of corresponding interval. For discretization of continuous variables many discretization methods (or simply discretizers) had been developed. Although they are usually classified as supervised and unsupervised, they can also be classified in many different axes such as: (a) static versus dynamic, (b) local versus global, (c) bottom- (Kotsiantis & Kanellopoulos 2006; Ramírez-Gallego et al. 2015) .
The supervised algorithms use priori known class labels information while unsupervised methods do not use such kind of information. In the static discretization algorithms, number of intervals is determined for each variable independently. Contrarily, the dynamic algorithms determine a possible number of intervals for all variables simultaneously. Since the multivariate algorithms capture interdependencies in discretization an overall improvement is expected in quality of discretization (Tay & Shen 2002) . On the other hand, the static algorithms work for one variable at a time and thus they are synonymously called as the univariate algorithms. The dynamic algorithms are multivariate algorithms because they process multiple variables simultaneously. The local discretization algorithms use the local parts of instances space (subsets of instances) while the global algorithms run for the whole instances space (Chmelewski & Grzrmala-Busse 1996) . The bottom-up algorithms (merging algorithms) are initialized with a complete list of all values as cut-points, and merge intervals by selecting the best cutpoints. The top-down algorithms (splitting algorithms) start an empty list of cut-points and one interval covering all the values of a variable, and then divide this wide interval into smaller intervals with the best cut-points until a determined stopping criterion is reached. The direct algorithms for discretization need a user-defined number of intervals (k parameter) in discretization of continuous variables. In contrast to this disadvantage of the direct algorithms, the incremental algorithms do not require users to enter k. They start with a frontier discretization step and then search the best intervals in recursive improvements until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Beyond it is necessarily needed by several data mining algorithms; discretization may also reduce the system memory requirement and shorten the execution time of the algorithms. Additionally, the information explored from discretized variables may be more compact and easily interpretable (Dash et al., 2011; García et al. 2013; Gupta et al. 2010; Sang et al. 2013) . In spite of its above mentioned advantages, discretization generally leads to certain level of information loss. Therefore, minimizing such loss is one of the main goals in developing discretization algorithms (García et al. 2013 ).
According to the surveys by Dougherty et al. (1995) , Liu et al. (2002) , Kotsiantis & Kanellopoulos (2006) , García et al. (2013) , and finally the advanced review by Ramírez-Gallego et al. (2015) , many different discretization algorithms have been proposed in the last two decades. García et al. (2013) concluded that the most common techniques had been Equal-width Discretization (EWD) and Equalfrequency Discretization (EFD), MDLP, ID3, ChiMerge, 1R, D2, and Chi2. Among these, EWD and EFD are common unsupervised discretization methods due to their simplicity and availability in many data mining applications. However, they are direct algorithms that need an optimal k parameter (the number of intervals) for each variable before going to discretization process. Additionally, they have some other disadvantages such as having same values in different intervals and sensitivity to outliers. As an unsupervised alternative, although the K-means clustering algorithm overcomes the same value problem it is still sensitive to outliers. There is no superior algorithm for all of the data types yet the use of supervised algorithms may provide some advantages over unsupervised discretization, for istance they do not require user-defined parameters. On the other hand, the supervised algorithms have some disadvantages such as increase in time complexity which is a most common metric for measuring cost of an algorithm. For example, the time complexity is O(n) for EWD whereas it is O(n log(n)) for ChiM based algorithms (Dash et al. 2011 ).
In the Chi-square based discretization algorithms, 2 statistic in Equation 1 is used to test the null hypothesis that two adjacent intervals are similar at a given significance level (α). When the adjacent intervals are independent they are merged, otherwise they are left separate. In general, the Chi-square based algorithms are modifications or improved versions of ChiMerge (ChiM) algorithm. ChiM is a supervised and local merging algorithm applying the χ 2 testing in order to discretize continuous variables (Kerber, 1992) . The algorithm performs discretization in two steps that are called the initialization and the bottom-up merging. In the initialization step, each distinct value of a continuous variable is assumed as an independent interval, and then 2 statistic is tested for whether the adjacent intervals to be merged or not. When the 2 statistic for adjacent intervals is greater than the predefined threshold level ( 2 ), (if 2 > 2 ), adjacent intervals are merged because they are assumed statistically similar. The 2 testing can be performed for adjacent interval pairs until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Chi2 algorithm developed by Liu & Setiono (1995) is an extension of ChiM. This algorithm automates discretization by defining an inconsistency rate as stopping criterion and selects the statistical significance level automatically. It merges more adjacent intervals until the inconsistency criterion is satisfied. Modified Chi2 (mChi2) proposed by Tay & Shen (2002) is an improved modification of ChiM and Chi2. The mChi2 is a completely automatic algorithm fixing the over-merging problem because of the user-defined inconsistency rate which is leading to inaccuracy in Chi2. This algorithm uses a consistency rate from rough set theory to control inconsistency. Extended Chi2 (eChi2) is an extension of Chi2 in which inconsistency checking in Chi2 is replaced with a lowest upper bound (Su & Hsu 2005) . In eChi2, two adjacent intervals is merged without considering difference with respect to degree of freedom. For this reason, eChi2 can handle uncertainty data, and obtained discretized data may result in better predictive accuracies when compared to those obtained from Chi2 and mChi2.
The StatDisc by Richeldi & Rossotto (1995) is an improvement of ChiM generating a discretization interval hierarchy by using the measurement as the interval merging criterion. Risvik (1997) proposed the Interval Merger technique which is a generalization of ChiM algorithm that decreases number of cut-points by removing each cut-point, and merging intervals until an inequivalent threshold value is achieved. The Concurrent Merger technique also uses the 2 statistic and inequivalence measures (Wang & Liu 1998) . Khiops algorithm proposed by Boulle (2004) includes two steps which are the initialization step and the discretization optimization step. It differs from the previous Chi-square based algorithms with its stopping criterion rule and the use of global domain. Khiops does not require any pre-determined stopping criterion since it optimizes the 2 criterion in a global manner on entire instances space. Qu et al. (2008) proposed Rectified Chi2 algorithm aiming to fix the issues with mChi2 and eChi2 algorithms. Recently, Bettinger (2011) developed ChiD algorithm based on ChiM and Chi2.
In the literature, the researchers compared and proposed some discretization methods but they mostly worked with the classical benchmark datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Data Repository. So working with the real agricultural datasets is important in order to propose an appropriate method suitable for a specific domain in practice. For this reason, a comparative analysis has been given for discretization of 14 continuous variables in a chicken egg quality traits dataset in this study. Our aim was to generate a discretized dataset in order to use in a further study mining the association rules between these traits. Although there are many discretization algorithms, none of them are optimal for every situation. Based on the comparison of accuracy of PGN-classifier trained with different discretization methods on 8 datasets, Mitov et al. (2009) concluded that ChiM discretization method was more efficient for PGN-classifier than other methods. At the same time, as the examples of dynamic algorithms Chi-square based algorithms detect interdependencies between variables and discretize all variables concurrently. They are also known as the non-parametric algorithms which do not require any predefined parameter. On the basis of these advantages, we decided to compare some well-known Chisquare (
2 ) based algorithms for discretization of our dataset. In order to find a good algorithm for our purpose, we compared not only ChiM but also Chi2, eChi2 and mChi2 at the different levels of significance because of their availability in computing environments. In recent years, there are a few number of researches dealing with temporal data discretization for transforming the time series into timely intervals (Azulay et al, 2007; Bakar et al. 2010; Acosta-Mesa et al. 2014; Chaudhari et al. 2014) . In this study, we did not consider the temporal order of variables even they were measured weekly since ANOVA analyses showed that the majority of response variables did not differ by the time points of measurement (weeks).
Materials and Methods
In this study, we used an egg quality traits dataset containing various quantitative and qualitative variables recorded for totally 4320 eggs from the 3 commercial laying chicken lines (Lines A, D and N). The data was collected from a complete randomized plot design experiment conducted at the Experimental Farm of Faculty of Agriculture in Adana, Turkey. In the experiment, from each line 10 randomly sampled chickens were allocated to totally 18 cages in a three tiered (bottom, middle and top) and two sided (aisle and window) cages system, and raised for 24 weeks in a climate controlled poultry house. At the end of each week the eggs from each cage were collected and labelled for measuring the quality traits listed in Table 1. In the analyzed dataset, there were 14 continuous variables and 1 class variable (genotype / line) as listed in Table 1 . The dataset was checked and cleaned for the missing values and outliers before discretization. Firstly, all the data rows contain the missing values for at least 50% of variables were completely discarded from the dataset. The data size was reduced from 4320 to 4272 after this deletion. PMM (Predictive Mean Matching) imputation method was used in order to impute the remaining missing values in the analyzed dataset. Vink et al. (2014) stated that "PMM is very flexible as a method, because of its hot-deck characteristics, and is free of distributional assumptions. Moreover, PMM tends to preserve the distributions in the data, so the imputations remain close to the data". With respect to its above mentioned advantages, we applied PMM to our dataset by using the related functions of the mice package (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011) in R environment. Following the imputation of missing values, the records having the outliers below Q1-1.5IQR and above Q3-1.5IQR were successively discarded for each variable. The number of records was totally 3493 (Line A: 1146, Line D: 1187, Line N: 1146) after deletion of the outliers. According to Kaoungku et al. (2015) non-normal distribution may have strong effect to discretization although it needs further theoretical and experimental proofs. In order to evaluate the probable effect of the distribution types on discretization performance we tested the normality of variables. AndersonDarling Test (Anderson & Darling, 1952 ) is one of the preferred normality tests since it is more sensitive to deviations in the tails of the distribution and applicable for any type of data distribution. We used the nortest library (Gross & Ligges 2015) in R environment (R Core Team, 2015) for testing the normality of variables in our dataset. As seen from the ADT (p) column in Table 1 , the variables shell weight (shw) and yolk height (yht) were normal and the remaining variables were non-normal (p<0.05). The coefficients of variation (CV% in Table 1) were 22.44%, 13.32% and 11.80% for the variables shell breaking strength (sbs), white height (wht) and yolk weight (ywg) respectively, and were under 10% and close to each other for the remaining variables.
In regard of a rough evaluation of the success of Chi-square based algorithms we aimed to compare the number of intervals generated by the studied algorithms to those of an unsupervised discretization method. For this aim we chose the Equal Width Discretization (EWD) as the representative of the unsupervised methods because of its simplicity and popularity in many studies. For EWD, however several rules such as Sturges', Scott's and Freedman-Diaconis do exist to obtain the interval width of variables (ℎ( )) Freedman-Diaconis rule (Freedman & Diaconis 1981 ) is one of the more informative rules due to inclusion of interquartile range statistic in calculation of interval widths as shown in Equation 2. Thus we generated the reference number of intervals by using EWD with the FreedmanDiaconis rule (EWI-FDR) in our study.
Where: k: Number of intervals h: Interval width IQR: Interquartile range (Q3-Q1) n: Number of instances
In this study, the original dataset was discretized by using the functions chiM, chi2,extendChi2 and modChi2 of the discretization library (Kim 2012) in the R statistical computing environment. Since the 2 test determines similarity of adjacent intervals based on the value of a statistical significance level (α), the levels of this parameter will affect number of intervals calculated. The 2 test is more conservative at the smaller significance levels, and thus less number of intervals is generated with the smaller significance levels. In general, researchers have used either the significance level of 0.01 or 0.05. For Chi2 algorithm, Kerber (1992) originally proposed to choose any of the significance levels of 0.01, 0.05 or 0.10. Yang et al (2011) used the significance levels of 0.01 and 0.05 for different types of datasets in their experiments. Although there is no a definite rule to choose an appropriate significance level (Liu & Setiono 1995) , the use of smaller significance levels can be preferred in order to avoid excessive number of intervals. Hence, in addition to the commonly used significance levels we also included the significance level of 0.001 in order to see how this conservative level will affect the obtained number of intervals in our experiment.
In order to evaluate the discretization performances of the algorithms, we compared the number of intervals and the execution time required to discrete all of the variables in the analyzed dataset. In addition to these, the classification training error rates and test accuracies calculated with the C5.0 Decision Tree Algorithm were also used for comparing the performances of the algorithms. For calculating these values in the R environment we ran the C5.0 function of C50 library (Kuhn et al. 2015) on each discretized dataset. We defined the classification tree model by using all of the variables in Table 1 as the predictors (X) and the genotype of chickens (gen) as the class variable (Y), and ran the model for 10 iterations with boosting option. We randomly sampled 80% of the data points (n=2750) as the training dataset (trainY and trainX) and the remaining 20% (n=743) as the test dataset (testY and testX). The applied model was C5.0 (trainY ~., data = trainX, trials = 10). All analysis were done on a PC with i7 processor, 16GB RAM and 1 TB HDD running under an x64 operating system. Zeynel Cebeci, Figen Yildiz: Comparison of Chi-square based algorithms for discretization of continuous chicken egg quality traits
Results and Discussion
As seen in Table 2 , the numbers of intervals varied between 2-254 for ChiM, 17-126 for Chi2, 2-5 for eChi2 and 1-4 for mChi2. The numbers of intervals obtained from Chi2 were relatively larger while they were very small in eChi2 and mChi2. The numbers of intervals obtained with eChi2 and mChi2 were close to each other and smaller than those of EWI-FDR. Although the numbers of intervals from ChiM increased as the significance level increases, they remained the same at all levels of significance for the algorithms Chi2, eChi2 and mChi2. According to these findings, e-Chi2 and mChi2 could be considered not good because they produced few number of intervals which may not be sufficient to keep the information in continuous values of the variables. Moreover, mChi2 produced only 1 interval for the variables yce and wwd, and it can be considered as inefficient discretization because of production of the low number of intervals for almost all of the variables in the analyzed dataset.
For the normal distributed variables in the analyzed dataset such as shw and yht, ChiM at the 0.01 and 0.05 significance levels and Chi2 at all significance levels generated closer results to those of EWI-FDR. But similar trends were also observed for some of the non-normal variables such as shw and sbs. This comparison showed that the algorithms remained insensitive to distribution types for these variables. Similar evaluation was also valid for the variables with higher variation such as sbs and wht versus the variables with lower variation in the analyzed dataset. In this regard, we need the forthcoming studies to discover the effects of different distribution types and variability levels on discretization since variations of the variables in the analyzed dataset may be not enough for revealing probable effects of different levels of the variations. For each variable, the number of intervals from ChiM at the significance level of 0.05 was equal to those obtained from Chi2 at the significance level of 0.001 and the higher levels. This finding showed that ChiM at the significance level of 0.05 produced the same results with Chi2 at all significance levels. It was also interesting that, for all the variables, the numbers of intervals from ChiM at the significance level of 0.001 were equal to those obtained from eChi2 at all significance levels. Similarly the numbers of intervals from ChiM at the significance level of 0.05 were equal to those obtained from eChi2 at all significance levels. These findings showed that ChiM at significance levels of 0.001 and 0.05 produced the same results with eChi2 and Chi2 respectively. This is an important advantage in favor of ChiM when the cost of execution time is taken into account.
In discretized data, the intervals should keep the present information in the continuous values and not produce patterns so different from those in original dataset. Hence, the number of intervals from a discretization algorithm should not be too small or too large. As seen in Table 1 , the number of intervals by the variables varied between 29 and 31 with EWD-FDR. Assuming these interval numbers are informative enough and regarding them as reference, ChiM at the significance levels of 0.01 and 0.05 produced the closest results to those from EWD-FDR for the majority of variables.
As seen in Table 3 , the error rate of training model which was computed from the continuous values was 5.0%. When this error rate was used as the reference, the results showed that ChiM at the significance level of 0.001, eChi2 and mChi2 at all significance levels did not perform well enough because their training errors were 5-6 times bigger than those computed for continuous values. On the other hand, as seen in Figure 1 , the training errors from ChiM at the significance levels of 0.05 and 0.10 were less than those computed for the continuous values in original dataset. Chi2 produced the similar results at all significance levels because it used same discretized datasets in all of them. The test accuracy of the training model was 53.2% for the continuous values in original dataset. The training model resulted with a medium level of accuracy for all of the discretized datasets. As seen from Figure 1 and Table 3 , the test accuracies computed on discretized datasets were nearly equal to each other and varied between 49.2% and 55.0%. The highest accuracy was obtained as 55.0% for ChiM at the significance level of 0.10. The smallest accuracy was 49.2% and again obtained from ChiM at the significance level of 0.01. Table 4 , eChi2 and mChi2 required more execution time because these algorithms are based on ChiM and Chi2. The longest execution time of 9.99 minutes was obtained for eChi2 at the significance level of 0.001. This algorithm also required longer execution time at the other significance levels. Excluding ChiM, the discretization time at the significance level of 0.001 was relatively longer when compared to the other levels of significance. 
As seen from

Conclusions
In comparison to the other algorithms, Chi2 generated larger numbers of intervals. Contrarily, eChi2 and mChi2 resulted with very small number of intervals. ChiM at the significance level of 0.01 produced more compatible results compared to those of EWD-FDR which was used as the reference unsupervised method.
Regarding the test accuracy of the training model there were no remarkable differences between the studied algorithms. On the other hand the training error rates were low for ChiM and Chi2 compared to those of eChi2 and mChi2. For the analyzed dataset, this result indicated that ChiM and Chi2 algorithms were better than eChi2 and mChi2. The number of intervals from ChiM at the significance level of 0.05 were equal to those obtained with Chi2 at the significance level of 0.001 for all of the variables. In addition to its acceptable performance in generation of the intervals, ChiM worked faster than Chi2, eChi2 and mChi2. As a consequence of these findings we recommend to work with ChiM at the significance levels of 0.05 or 0.10 for discretization of the chicken egg quality traits when the genotype is used as the class variable. In this study, even though we compared four Chi-square based algorithms for nonparametric discretization of the continuous egg quality traits, the research still needs to consider with other families of the supervised discretization algorithms as well as the unsupervised methods. In future studies, for comparing the success of the algorithms we also plan to study on the other aspects of discretization such as to use the robustness or the accuracy criterion based on statistical tests.
